APPENDIX J: FCC MAPBOOK FOR WISCONSIN – COVERSHEET

EAN distribution in Wisconsin utilizes PEP Station WTMJ, the NPR Squawk Channel, and the SR, LP-1 and LP-2 stations listed below. Consult Page 2 of this Appendix J for a detailed diagram of the dissemination of EAN messages in Wisconsin.

SR and LP STATIONS: Use the information on this page to determine your Local Area “Counties of Responsibility”. See “Guidance for Originators and Users of EAS Alerts” section of this Plan for your responsibilities regarding those counties.

Wisconsin counties are assigned to Local Areas as follows:

LOCAL AREA: SOUTHEAST
SR: WHAD-90.7    LP-1: WTMJ-620, WKTI-94.5    LP-2: WSSP-1250, WMYX-99.1

LOCAL AREA: SOUTH - East Half
SR: WERN-88.7    LP-1: WIBA-1310, WIBA-101.5    LP-2: WOLX-94.9
Counties: Dane, Columbia, Green, Rock.

LOCAL AREA: SOUTH - West Half
SR: WHHI-91.3    LP-1: WIBA-1310, WIBA-101.5    LP-2: WOLX-94.9
Counties: Iowa, Sauk, Richland, Grant, Lafayette.

LOCAL AREA: EAST CENTRAL
Counties: Waushara, Marquette, Green Lake, Winnebago, Calumet, Manitowoc, Outagamie, Brown, Kewaunee, Door, Oconto, Marinette.

LOCAL AREA: CENTRAL
SR: WHRM-90.9    LP-1: WSAU-550, WIFC-95.5    LP-2: WRIG-1390, WDEZ-101.9

LOCAL AREA: NORTHEAST
SR-1: WHSF-89.9    SR-2: WXPR-91.7    LP-1: WHDG-97.3    LP-2: WRHN-100.1
Counties: Oneida, Vilas, Forest, Florence.

LOCAL AREA: NORTH CENTRAL
SR: WHBM-90.3    LP-1: WOJB-88.9    LP-2: WCQM-98.3

LOCAL AREA: NORTHWEST
SR: WHSA-89.9    LP-1: WDSM-710, KDWZ-102.5    LP-2: KDAL-610, KDAL-95.7
Counties: Douglas, Bayfield, Washburn, Burnett.

LOCAL AREA: WEST CENTRAL
SR: WHWC-88.3    LP-1: WAYY-790, WIAL-94.1, WAXX-104.5    LP-2: WBIZ-1400, WBIZ-100.7
Counties: Eau Claire, Dunn, Pepin, Pierce, St. Croix, Polk, Barron, Rusk, Chippewa.

LOCAL AREA: WEST
SR: WHLA-90.3    LP-1: WIZM-93.3    LP-2: WKTY-580, WCOW-97.1
Counties: La Crosse, Vernon, Juneau, Monroe, Jackson, Trempealeau, Buffalo, Crawford.
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The following diagram shows the routing of the EAS Emergency Action Notification (EAN) in Wisconsin. All SR, LP-1, and LP-2 stations are identified on the previous page, along with the counties located in their respective EAS Local Areas (also shown on the map in Appendix E of this Plan). To determine the EAN path for any particular PN EAS Participant, the county of the EAS Participant’s City of License determines the SR and LP-1 stations it monitors. These EAS Monitoring Assignments can be quickly determined from the list on the previous page, or in more detail in Appendix A of this Plan, Table of Monitoring Assignments for Legacy EAS. Combined with the detailed data in the Electronic Test Reporting System (ETRS) as outlined in the FCC EAS rules, the Commission will thus have a complete picture of the EAN dissemination in Wisconsin.

Note: In past years, the FCC EAS Office furnished states with a detailed station-by-station FCC Mapbook. In 2006, that office informed SECCs that they no longer maintain the FCC Mapbook database. For reference, the most recent FCC Mapbook from the FCC in the year 2000 is posted on the Wisconsin EAS webpage: http://www.sbe24.org/eas/FCC-MAPBOOK-0400.pdf